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This article will describe the type of literature review which examines the literature on a subject
with methods that are both explicit and transparent, and which follows a standard protocol or set
series of stages.
The aim is to reduce bias and provide a comprehensive body of knowledge on a particular
subject, and/or evidence for a particular intervention.
Such searches are variously termed evidence-based, scoping, or systematic.
As its name suggests, an evidence-based review seeks to comprehensively cover the field in
order to find the best form of intervention. For example, what is the best treatment for an
irregular heart beat (arrhythmia)?
The concept of evidence-based practice has its origins in, and is most common in, medicine, but
is also used in other fields, particularly in nursing and allied health professions, psychology,
educational research, and business and management.
A systematic review is described thus by Manning Fieden (2010, p. 386):
Systematic review offers a model for summarizing and critiquing the literature to improve future
practice and possibly encourage higher levels of research methods. A systematic literature
review of 30 years should reveal evidence toward a maturing research methodology.
The results of the systematic review are either summarized in a narrative, or, where there is
much quantitative research, in statistical form.
A scoping review is very similar, and is a term used to provide a summary of a topic, conducted
as a prelude to undertaking further research (see Hidalgo Landa et al. 2011).
A key aim of all these reviews is to avoid bias, which the researcher may unintentionally
introduce through his or her own personal interest or preferences, or simply a lack of awareness
of the breadth of literature on that topic.

Protocols for carrying out a systematic or evidence-based review
The main steps for carrying out a systematic review are drawn from healthcare and can be
summarized as follows (Higgins and Green, 2004, quoted in Hidalgo Landa et al. 2011):
1. Define the search terms.
2. Identify the databases and search engines, as well as journals which may need to be hand
searched, and query with the chosen search terms.
3. Decide on, and apply, filters for inclusion and exclusion.
4. Ensure that the resulting articles are representative, by repeating the filtering process.
Some users of systematic reviews adopt variations to these common protocols. For example, the
Evidence for Policy and Practice Information and Co-ordinating Centre at London University’s
Institute of Education will consult with a range of users about subjects for review, to avoid
policy-making becoming too political.
Whatever the protocol used, it needs to be carefully documented in such a way as to be
transparent; other researchers should be able to follow the same procedures and get the same
results. This will greatly assist its external validity.
It also removes bias, which may distort subsequent research.
Methodological checklists, with questions and templates, have been devised to aid the process of
critical appraisal. The International Centre for Allied Health Evidence has provided a gateway to
these checklists: see http://w3.unisa.edu.au/cahe/resources/cat/default.asp (Look under the
heading, Systematic Reviews).
Doing any literature search is likely to give rise to a large number of articles, so it will be useful
to have access to bibliographic software which can manage and help with the citation of
references, such as EndNote (http://www.endnote.com/) or RefWorks
(http://www.refworks.com/).

Defining search terms and identifying articles
The first step in any research is to determine the research question, which should be clearly
formulated, and without any ambiguity. You should also avoid asking two questions in one.
One way of approaching question formulation is that proposed in the acronym CIMO (Denyer
and Tranfield, 2009, quoted in Colicchea and Strozzi ,2012, p.7):
Context: What is being studied – i.e. individuals, institutions etc.?
Intervention: What event or action is being studied?
Mechanisms: What mechanisms explain the relationship between the interventions and
outcomes?
Outcome: What are the effects of the intervention, and how will it be measured?

Search terms
Once you have a question or questions, you can start to list keywords, i.e. words and phrases
with which you can interrogate search engines and databases. You can use either free text, or the
terms identified by the software’s thesaurus.

It is important to include variations in common terms.
Hotchkiss et al. (2012) researched the question, "How Can Routine Health Information Systems
Improve Health Systems Functioning in Low- and Middle-Income Countries?" using keywords
"routine health information systems", "health management information systems", "health
information systems", "electronic health records", and "electronic medical records". They then
used keywords "model", "conceptual", and "framework".
You can combine your keywords using Boolean operators:
Colicchia and Strozzi (2012) developed a new methodology for carrying out a systematic review
of risk management in the supply chain. They brainstormed 20 keywords, then refined them with
a team of three academics and two supply chain managers. They then combined the keywords in
a series of strings using Boolean logic (again brainstormed and refined); they were particularly
looking for the overlap between Risk Management and Supply Chain Management, but wanted
to avoid results that were too generic. They ended up with 30 strings, for example "supply chain
risk" AND (vulnerability OR complex*)

Querying search engines and databases
You will need to use search out and use all databases that are relevant to your subject area.
Scott et al. (2012) needed to consult peer reviewed medical and nursing literature for their
research on inpatient handovers. They searched Pub Med, Cumulative Index to Nursing and
Allied Health Literature (CINAHL), and the Cochrane Library, although they excluded grey
literature.
Manning Fiegen (2010) conducted a review of business instruction literature, and used library
and business education bibliographic databases for English Language publications between 1980
and 2009. Databases included EbscoHost Premier, Emerald Fulltext, Library Literature and
Information Science, LISA, and the ISI’s Web of Knowledge.
The automated searching of databases and search engines may be insufficient to uncover all
articles, and may need to be supplemented. Journals and websites may need to be hand-searched,
personal contacts approached, citations and references followed, etc.
Mullen and Singh (2010) researched breakfast consumption, carrying out electronic searches in
Proquest5000, PsychINFO, Medline, and Web of Knowledge, with keywords breakfast, skip*,
miss*, eat*, consum*, have, ingest, omit*. Additional papers were sourced from reference lists,
and the OVID Dissertation and Thesis Database was searched for grey material.
Settles and Kuskova (2012) look at methodology for emerging market research, and identify the
leading management journals through the list provided by Podsakoff, Mackenzie, Bachrach and
Podsakoff (2005), excluding those aimed at a practitioner market, or carrying mostly conceptual
articles. See their full list on p. 131.

Citation network analysis
Another technique, known as Citation Network Analysis (CNA), is as its name suggests based on
tracking citations. The advantage is that it can show the evolution of knowledge as opposed to
merely providing a snapshot at one point in time.

The idea behind CNA is that citations establish a network of knowledge, on the assumption that
an article which cites many other articles in the field will both be cited itself and also cause an
increase in the articles it cites, thereby acting as a sort of knowledge junction (Colicchia and
Strozzi, 2012, p. 6).
Analysis of the network of citations helps to show the dynamic behavior of the field (Colicchia
and Strozzi, 2012, p.11). Knowledge exists not just in a formless mass of articles, but in a system
of nodes and networks.

Evaluation and synthesis
Once you have carried out your preliminary search, you will undoubtedly have a large number of
abstracts. These will probably be your main focus at this stage.

Evaluation
This stage involves establishing filters so that you weed out, using the abstracts, the articles that
are not relevant.
As will all previous stages, you are aiming for a literature review that is free of bias. Also one
which takes a feasible amount of time to complete.
There are no set criteria for what filters should be, but they must be explicit and open to scrutiny,
so that people can see what evidence the authors are drawing on and what they have discarded
and why; not always the case in-non systematic reviews (Evidence for Policy and Practice
Information and Co-ordinating Centre, 2007).
Writing about the field of information systems, Hidalgo Landa et al. (2011, p.50) propose a
highly systematized set of filters:
Global filters which are metadata-based, i.e. which exclude or include based on author,
years of publication etc.
Semantic – i.e. exclude those articles which use the same terms but with a different
meaning.
Evidence-grade – based on the quality of the article.
Should the resulting set of articles be too large to be reviewed manually, they recommend using
a simple randomized selection.
In actual fact, Emerald articles employ a range of filters. Relevance to the study’s subject is the
most common: cf. Manning Fiegen (2010: p.388), Scott et. al. (2012), Blank et al. (2010), Siha
and Saad (2008, p.780) who used the filter of sufficient information on BPI implementation and
rigorous coverage as a secondary review, Coward (2010), Culverwell et al. (2008: p.41),
Hotchkiss et al. (2012: p.29), Yeager and Menachemi (2011: p.237), and Unruh et al. (2009:
p.120).
Keywords can be used to search either the abstract or fulltext.
Coward (2010: p.710) used the keywords "educational quality assurance", "healthcare", and
"clinical governance" to filter his collection of abstracts for relevance.
After subject, the second most common filter used by authors is quality/type of paper.

Scott et al. (2012) filtered papers according to whether or not they discussed handover methods
and came to a conclusion.
Manning Fiegen (2010) excluded articles that were not peer reviewed, and where the author did
not include one librarian.
Siha and Saad (2008: p.780) excluded rhetorical, opinion-based and theoretical articles,
concentrating on case studies and research articles.
Parker and Lemak (2011: p.156) excluded commentaries and articles that were not research
articles.
Year(s) of publication is an obvious filter: Culverwell et.al’s 2008 dementia study concentrated
on articles published in the previous ten years.
Geography can be a filter, but it can also be a result: the selected articles reveal the geographical
spread of research and publication.
Braye et al. (2011: p.120), when surveying the literature on self-neglect, found that threequarters of articles selected for full review came from North America.
Unruh et al. (2009), in their study of nursing staff measures, limited their research to the US.
Finally, there is the practical issue of accessibility: Yeager and Menachemi (2011: p.137)
excluded articles which were not accessible as fulltext.

Synthesis
The resulting set of articles will need to be reviewed, and the results presented.
One good way of setting out the results is to have a table with the study references listed against
the findings, as in this (partial) example from Yeager and Menachemi (2011: p.244):

Given the likely complexity of the resulting research, authors often use summary tables. For
example, Yeager and Menachemi coded the articles they studied according to certain
characteristics which they summarized in tabular form as follows (2011:p.241):

For a full description of the results of the literature review, see pp. 240 ff.
Commenting on the paucity of comparative studies of emerging markets, Settle and Kuskova
(2012: p.138ff.) discuss the various methods of analysis, and their pros and cons. They also
provide a tabular summary:

The object of synthesizing the results of the papers reviewed is just that: rather than just list
individual findings, it should draw together common strands, show up apparent contradictions,
etc.
According to EPPI, there are three types of synthesis (Evidence for Policy and Practice
Information and Co-ordinating Centre, 2007):
Statistical: the numerical results arising from the combined studies are subject to a set of
statistical tests. This is known as meta-analysis.
Narrative: the combined results are summarized verbally, for example, organized
according to theme, study type etc.
Conceptual: the different concepts of the studies are brought together and a new concept
described.
When reviewing the literature, it is useful to have a system for recording the data, especially if
more than one person is involved. For example, there could be a system for coding:
general description;
results; and
methods.
In synthesizing the results of their study on inpatient handovers, Scott et al. (2012) used a range
of techniques. Following a tabular analysis, they organized data according to various themes
from papers they had classified as implementation studies, conceptual models, background
papers and reviews. They used concept mapping to explore relationships between the data and
indications as to what worked for whom. The background papers were used to derive contextual
issues and dimensions of practice. See pp. 17ff. for a full discussion of the results.

Review of evidence
Seeing as many literature reviews are conducted with a view to determining the best form of
evidence for a particular intervention, a systematic review needs to conclude by doing just that.

Scott et al.’s 2012 look at inpatient handover concludes with a look at the evidence for what
works best, concluding that there are a number of recurring themes in the literature (p.21).
Siha and Saad (2008, p.791) provide a summary of empirical evidence on the success factors and
causes of failure of each type of approach to business process improvement.

Summary
A systematic review collects and reviews the literature using explicit methods which can be
independently verified.
It starts by using keywords and search strings to query all relevant databases, and may also carry
out a manual search of known or recommended sources.
The result is a series of abstracts which again need to be filtered to produce an objective and
scientific selection.
The resulting articles are then read, and summarized.
Yeager and Menachemi (2011) depict the process diagrammatically as follows:

The result is an authoritative body of knowledge which can serve as a basis for further research,
or can help us know what particular intervention works best in what circumstances. Both are of
considerable value, and repay the effort involved.
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